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INTRODUCTION
('urrently, the most widely' used design for kinetic energy, antitank applications is tht. gun-launiched, fin-stabilized, long-rod projectile. [he cross-sectional diameter of tie rod is much smaller than the diameter of the gun bore. Fins span the area bet .veen the rod and the gun tube. Therefore, a sabot (or carrier) is required to provide obturation for tiht, projectile and to minimize its in-bore balloting. Once fret of the gun tube, the sabot must be discarded ii order to permit unconstrained, low-drag flight to the target. The sabot is divided into three or four components along axial planes. For smooth bore gun tubes., these components ,-parate from the piojectile under the action of elastic and aerodynamic load, Figures 1  and 2 show a photograph and shadowgraph of typical sabot discard during frcc IIIolit.
It has been demonstrated (Schmidt et.al. 1978 ) that ac,-odynaniic ilnterfere'c oc'mnerated by the sabot components can be a significant source of projectile launch (list urbance leading to unacceptable loss of accuracy' at the target. Perturbations to the projectile's trajectory are magnified by geometric asymmetry in the discard pattern and by extended periods during launch when the sabot components are in close proximity to the projectile. A detailed understanding of the three-dimensional shock/boundary-layer interference flowtield between the sabot and the projectile (see Figure 2) is not available.
Ani extensive experimental program to inve tigate the aerodvnamiics of sabot discard has been conducted (Sch midt 1981). D)uring these tests, a projectile and three sabot components were sting-miounted in the NASA Langley Unitary Plan wind tunnel facility 41 x .I ft test section. The model configuration included a stationary cone-cylinder projectile (without fins) at. zero angle-of-attack and three 1200 included-angle sabot components located symmnimtrically around the projectile. Figure 3 shows a schematic (cross-section) of lie %i6d tunnel r11,ddel (one sabot shown). The cylinder section of the projectile was 50.8mmn ii diamnter; the proje(ctile had a length-to-diamneter ratio of 10.5 and a 30' included-angle conical nose(. Fifty static l)ressure taps were positioned on the surface between the 120' planes of symmetry. with four taps on the conical section. The sabot had cylindrical inner and outcr surfaces of' radii 25.1 and 76.2immni, respectively, with the a leading edge chamfer of .10". Fifty static pressure taps were located on the inner and outer surfaces. The test Mach number anti Reynolds number were 4.5 and 6.6 million per meter, respectively. A typical flight lieynolds number of 89 million per meter could not be reproduced in the tunnel. Test, results showed regions of shock/boundary-layer interaction, separated flow and other viscous phenomena which are sensitive to the Reynolds nuniber. I I iC5(' test dat~a are uisedl to determrine pressure levels onl cert airn sa Lot locat ions withI linear \-arrat ions assumned b~etweern these points. As a result., the cod1e Includes the effects of pressri re pulsles on tire b od ies ca used by Imrfpinging andl reflect ing shock waves. TLo calculate thle Iiiit a sabot, lift -off acrod vria iiiit forces and then again when tile sabot pet als are not iii Close proxiliiity to tire projectile. Newtonriani flow theory is used. Inl someI cases, hlowever, thiese eO(le iriiiprovernenlts p~roducedl overestimates of thle dliscard process ini contrnast to Initial code predict ions, [Tris report describes computational fluid dynamics ((CFD) solut ions applied to thle threedIimrensional (3D) Navier-Stokes equations for symmrretric sabot discard. During symmetric dliscard rmuhltip~le sabiot cormponents are assun-ed to follow identical trajectories away from thle projectile,-and the projectile is assumed to be at zero angle-of-attack. As shown in Figr .1. tire compu~lt atiounal dormain can therefore be limited to a smaller p)ort~ion of t~he ent ire flowfield around the conrfigurat ion; t his reduces comnputationial grid size, computer memory, and~ corpuprter run time. For three sabot, components this domalin spans a 6i0' sector from sabLot, in idlplatre to symmiretry plane between neighboring sabot components. For asyr metric discard the computational domain would be greatly expanded (i.e. a full 360' sector) with a corresponding increase in comlputer requirements. The p~ortion of the launchi cycle that Inivolvyes strong aerodynamic inrterferen ce bet weeri the projectile and the sabot, components is examined. Thus, simualations are performed for small vertical separation of the sabot from the projectile surface. A~y/D < I (D =:project~ile rod diameter =I cal. or 50.8mm11 in Fiugrre .3) and sabot angle of atrack ci --: 100. Previous work described code validation with 2 wind tunnel results (Nusca Aug. 1990 , Oct. 1990 . A four-stage sabot discard sequence was numerically simulated for the wind tunnel model configuration (Nusca Apr. 1'91, Jul. 1991) .
InI this report these simulations have been extended to ten stages with resultant aerodynamic forces and moments computed from the flowfield. The symmetric sabel., discard trajectory is then simulated and compared to results obtained using the AVCO code. This quasi-steady, programmed simulation ignores the flow time dynamics and does not link the aerodynamic forces to the sabot motion. However, such a simulation serves as a prelude to computations that utilize coupling of unsteady aerodynamics and rigid-body motion. The flowfield for a M865 projectile/sabot is also simulated.
COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH
('F) can be used to simulate the compressible flowfield around aerodynadic bodies by solving the 3D Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations. The USA-P1G3 code was developed by Chakravarthy (1985 Chakravarthy ( , 1988 . The RANS equations are written using a perfect gas assumption. Both laminar and turbulent flows can be investigated thus, a turbulence model (Baldwin 1976 ) is required for closure. In addition, backflow regions can be present thus, a backflow turbulence model (Goldberg 1986) is included. The equations are transformed into the conservation law form and discretized using finite-volume approximations.
he liSA-P(;3 code uses a class of numerical algorithms termed total variational diminishing (TVD). The resulting set of equations is solved using an implicit, factored, time-stepping algorithmn. The solution takes place on a computational grid that is generated around the contiguration in zones: zonal boundaries are transparent to the flowfield. Ow dl. 1985.1988) . Near large gradients in the solution (extrema) TVD algorithms auiornatically reduce to first-order accurate discret izat ions locally while a;way from extremia they 4 can be constructed to be of higher-order accuracy. This local effect restricts the nlaximum global accuracy possible for TVD algorithms to third order for steady-state solutions. TvI) methods manifest many properties desirable in numerical solution procedures. By design they avoid numerical oscillations and "expansion shocks" while at the same time being of higher-order accuracy. TVD formulations are also based on the principle of discrete or numierical conservation which is the numerical analog of physical conservation of mass, momeritumi, and energy. Thus, TVD algorithms can "capture" flowfield discontinuities (e.g. shock waves) with high resolution. At a fundamental level they are based on upwind algorithrns: therefore, they closely simulate the signal propagation properties of hyperbolic equations. Algorithms based on the TVD formulation are completely defined. ii contrast.
algorithms based solely on central differences involve global dissipation terils for stability and have one or more coeflicients that must be judiciously chosen to achieve desirable resuilts. Any conventional time discretization method suitable for the Navier-Stokes equations call be Itsed together with this space discretization methodology: for examlple, approximate factorization and relaxation techniques.
Computational Grid. Numerical simulation of the interacting flowlield about
projectile/sabot coinlbinat ions is complicated by the non-axisymmetric, mnultiple-wall geometry. The computational domain is divided into zones of simple geometric shape. lii each zone an algebraic grid is generated with grid clustering near walls and high flow gradient regions. The computat ional met10( is constructed such that each zone is considered al independeint iodule interacting with other zones before or after the informnation CorrI) (,spoling to (cachl zoni is updated one cycle. Zonal boundaries are transparent to the flhwfield. A typical 6-zone gridl used for computations described in this report is designed as follows (see lFigures 5 alld 6): grid zone I covers the projectile from nose to base. zone 2 covers the area bctween zone I and the inner surface of the sabot, zone .1 covers the area bet ween the outer surface of the sabot all(1 the uppermost extent of the computational doliain. zones 5 and (6 cover the projectile al1(1 sabot base regions. respectively. Zones I thrun 6. excliuding zone :3. extend from o = 0 to 60' il the azimiuthal direct io. (Grid zone :1 covers the area Ib)ct wecn iche sabot and tlie azi uiithal extenit of the colin lptatiomal doilllai n. 'hI' emlitire 6-zolu' gri9d coiisists of :300,000i nodes and requires 10 lilnlion words of lnieiory oil (i' t CAY 2 mlipelrco I putl er. (.oiivergeld solutioins requ, ire about 10 ('P" hoirls.
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RESULTS
F~igu•e 7 shows the measured (Schmidt 1981) and computed pressure distribut ions over the projectile an(l sabot surface in the pitch plane; the pitch plane (see Figure .1 angles of attack (with respect to the projectile). The l)rojectile was assumed to be at zero yaw with respect to the freestream and the Mach number was constant as -1.5. Since the time during which the sabot petals and projectile are in close proximity is usually short (about 2 nis or 1.5 meters from the gun), the assumption of constant, Mach number is not unreasonable. This quasi-steady, programmed simulation ignores the flow time dynamics and( does not link the aerodynamic forces to the sabot motion. However, such a sinmulation serves as a prelude to computations that utilize coupling of unsteady aerodynamics and rigid-body motion.
As seen in Figures 8-17 , the sabot generates a strong series of shock waves, beginning as a detached nearly-noriral shock that intersects the projectile surface as a strong oblique shock, and ending as an attached oblique shock that intersect thc projectile surface in a regular reflection. Flow between the sabot inner surface and the projectile surface begins as a choked nearly-uniform high pressure fie!d with transition into reflected shocks (from sabot back to projectile) that become more pronounced. Beginning with Figure 12 . a low presisure recirculation bubble (levelops on the sabot inner surface extending froim .r/D = 3.9 1 to the iwExt shock irn i ngenle;it on tile sabot surface. Combined with t he high pressure oil t lie sabot bvcled secti( (2,7.5 < .r/DL) < 3.941) this low pressuire region provides a force couple that prAnotes sabot discard.
Using tle simulated salbot discard sequence described above, the corresponding aerodynamic forces (lift and drag) an(l pitching moment can be computed. This is accomplished by integrating the sabot surface pressure and shear stress distributions for each stage of the discard sequence. The sabot mass properties are used to compute vertical and hornzontal accelerations which are assembled in a table as functions of sabot Ayi/D and o. A modified point-mass trajectory model is used to compute tle sabot center of gravity (CG) location as a function of time using double-interpolat ion from values in Ilh taille. Figure 18 shows a comiparison betweenm the sabot CG location (both in the axial and radial directions) (0111 )uIted using the AVC(O semi-elil)irical code and 'lie p)resent simulalion using (F' DI). I'hie pres(ent pI-r,'ictions match the AVCO values for early times, but diverge later in lie sininnlated discard event. In tile AVCO simulation sabot discard progresses faster than p)redicte(l kiIsillg Illct tirr('llt lit'lll hod.
The relatively good agreemenit for early times in lie( discard evcIIt I av i(' a i(rsIlult of the sabot/projectile interference methods included iII the A\'('() code. IRvlsoi1s for disc5repa(Lcies (in the predictions at later tinies are still under inive'stigat ion.
Oi)(, possibility is that the Newtonian theory used to predict aerodynamic forces when the sabhot is nt1 in close proximity to the projectile, results in lift and drag values I hal are larger tlhan predicted using CFI). Ih comparing the AVCO prediction to that using ('D,), several points should l)e noted. Both methods used the same sabot geometry and mass properties.
freest real n flow conditions and asstiined a symmetric discard. Both methods ale (quasi-steady in Ita tire, using a d(atabase of steady avrolynayiic force predi(ctions to simitulale a dynaumic e'veint. ttowever, the source of the aerodynamic data is very different bet ween tihle codes Isee "Ilt roduction" for a discussion of the AVCO code). By virtue of the rapid aerodyttanaic melhods incorporated into the AV(M' code, a much larger aerodynamic force and Imnttiti database is available. The trajectory tinme-integration step for the A\CO code was ititich siaialler that that used in the present study. Numerical mesh generation for the solution of complex fluwfields about realistic project.ile/sal)ot configurations may be greatly simplified by the use of unstructured (i.e. finiteelemient like) grids. Figure 22 shows the planar %,iew (i.e. slice through the pitch plane of the projectile/sabot) of a typical unstructured grid for the Army M829 sabot. Solution of the Euler equations on un-,tructured grids is being accomplished by Chakravarthy (1991) .
Work on unstructured grids and moving grid zones will eventually lead to a more realistic simulation of the discard event. 
